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An excellent opportunity to purchase two flats which are adjacent to each
other and could either be used as two completely separate properties or
indeed could  easily be combined and used as one substantial
dwelling.The apartments are within an attractive blonde sandstone
building with concrete tiled roof, dormers to the front on the upper level
and superb open outlooks over the Pier and seafront.Both properties are
access from the rear via  a beautiful landscaped communal rear gardens
and there are further storage outbuildings and drying areas to the far
side.
Flat 1/R - This is the larger of the two apartments at c. 1300 sq ft and has
accommodation over two levels. This particular property is now at the
stage it requires modernisation  although has the benefit of upvc double
glazed windows and gas central heating.

Hallway, front facing main lounge with open views, dining
sized kitchen, 2 downstairs double bedrooms and older style
bathroom. The upper floor is accessed via a wide original
staircase which leads to two further double bedrooms and a
store area.
Flat 1/L - This particular apartment  is also a good size at c.
1080 sq ft and has the benefit of having been upgraded. If the
two were bought together this one  could be lived in whilst the
work was being done next door or indeed could be purchased
and run separately as a buy to let.The accommodation
comprises large front lounge, modern refitted dining sized
kitchen, modern bathroom. On the upper level are the two
large double bedrooms
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Viewing By Appointment through Property Bureau: 01436 674537
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Whilst this brochure has been prepared with care, it is not a report on the condition of the property. Its terms are not warranted
and do not constitute an offer to sell. All area and room measurements are approximate only. Floorplans may not be to scale.


